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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
AUSTRALIA - 10th June 2021

R1 - GOSFORD | 12:35 | AUD $35,000 |  GOSFORD IT CONDITIONAL (BM68)

66 MADAM CHARM
Racing in good form making it two wins in a row at Kembla Grange over 1600m. Going well at
present and is not to be discounted.

11 ONEMORE SAPPHIRE
Continues to race well and drops in weight for this after nishing second over 1880m at
Newcastle. Making headway. Rates highly and is expected to measure up.

22 COMMANDER BELL
Broke through for an overdue win last time over 1880m at Newcastle. Back in form and can go
back to back.

44 DEEPWOOD VALE
Is down in the weights after nding the line strongly last time over 2100m at Hawkesbury. Looks
well placed here and is worth including for a value bet.

55 DO THIS ALL DAY
Dual acceptor. Has a honest overall record, last start scoring over 2100m at this track. Last-start
winner who can measure up again.

R2 - GOSFORD | 13:10 | AUD $35,000 |  TANTI FINANCIAL SERVICES-BM64

33 INSIDER TRADER
Winner two starts back at Newcastle which was followed up with a close second at
Muswellbrook. Current form suggests will be competitive here.

22 DO THIS ALL DAY
Dual acceptor. Last start winner over 2100m at this track and stepping up in journey today. Great
chance to win again. Take seriously.

66 ZOOMERANGO
Lightly raced gelding and tracking well. Last time recorded a 5 length fourth over 2100m at this
track. Has the ability and looks one of the major players.

44 LADY AZAMOUR
Settled well off the pace and made steady ground to nish sixth over 2000m at Mudgee. Looks
well placed here and is among the chances.

11 CONTINUATION
Broke a drought when returning to winning form last start over 2015m at Coffs Harbour. Has
confidence back and could follow up.

R3 - GOSFORD | 13:45 | AUD $35,000 |  SIGNARAMA ERINA / GOSFORD-BM64

22 KINLOCH
First run back from a spell was at Randwick Kensington when runner up over 1100m on May 19.
Improved by first up run. Top chance.

66 FINALLY REALISE
Reliable gelding racing in good form for a race like this. Scored nicely last start at Nowra over
1100m. Seems to have the measure of these.

77 SKYRAY
Finished off last campaign with a eighth over 1200m at Kembla Grange on January 23. Rates
strongly with a decent fresh up record and expected to prove hard to beat.

11 GO FOR GOLD
Could score even though fresh run was a disappointing seventh by 4.5 lengths at this track. Has
claims.

44 RICCARDO
Has been out of form this campaign, last start he ran in tenth by 6 lengths at this track. His best
can see him take this.

R4 - GOSFORD | 14:20 | AUD $35,000 |  TAPERELL RUTLEDGE (BM64)

22 EMBELLER
Went down by half a length to nish second at this track over 1100m in latest outing. Looks a
key chance and will take beating.

55 STAR CHERIE
Dual acceptor. Missed the frame when resuming from a spell when a 3.5 lengths sixth at
Randwick Kensington. Rates highly and expected to nish much closer. Fitter for the run and
expected to be in the finish this time.

44 MISS JAY FOX
Has been running well this campaign but didn't measure up well last start nishing fth at
Canterbury. Could find frame here.

33 JOY AND MIRTH
Resumes after a seven month break after nishing sixth over 1300m at Hawkesbury. Placed in a
recent trial and rates an each way hope.

77 BAT PAD
Looked a run short when a 2.25 lengths fourth at Newcastle resuming last start. Rates well and
expected to do much better with the run under her belt.


